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CLOSED 3-MANIFOLDS WITH NO PERIODIC MAPS
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ABSTRACT.   Examples of closed, orientable, aspherical 3-manifolds are

constructed on which every action of a finite group is trivial.

1. Introduction. In this paper we give examples of closed, orientable,

aspherical 3-manifolds on which every action of a finite group is trivial. These

3-manifolds can be fibered over Sl with fiber a closed orientable surface of genus

greater than or equal to 3. For such examples, three is the smallest possible

genus of the fiber since every 3-manifold fibered over S1 with a fiber of genus

< 2 admits nontrivial involutions [1].

P. E. Conner and F. Raymond [4] first constructed examples of manifolds

exhibiting this total lack of nontrivial periodic homeomorphisms. Their examples

were compact nonaspherical 4-manifolds with boundary. We use some of the

methods introduced in that paper which provide information as to which finite

groups can act effectively on certain manifolds. The starting point is the follow-

ing theorem of A. Borel. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms of a closed,

connected, aspherical manifold M   Consider the homomorphism \j/: G —►

Out(itx(M)) which sends g e G to the outer automorphism of itx(M) induced by

the homeomorphism g. Then if itx(M) has trivial center, \¡/ is a monomorphism.

We obtain our results by proving that for certain 3-manifolds this group of outer

automorphisms is torsion free.

Conner, Raymond, and Weinberger in [5] construct closed aspherical mani-

folds (of dimensions 7, 11, 16, 22, 29, and 37) which admit no effective action

of any nontrivial group. Also E. Bloomberg in [2] has constructed nonaspheri-

cal, closed, orientable 4-manifolds on which no finite group can operate.

The examples presented in this paper are the first 3-manifolds known to

admit no periodic maps at all. This result in the PL category was first observed

by the second author [10], whereas now we work in the topological category.
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2. The examples.  In this section we construct a family of 3-manifolds

Mq which admit no nontrivial periodic maps. The proof that these 3-manifolds

have this property is sketched here with the details occupying the remaining

three sections.

We use the notion of a twist map [8] in defining the surface homeomor-

phism 4> used for the construction of M^.  Let c denote a simple closed curve on

the closed, orientable surface F. A twist t(c) about c is defined in the following

way. Let A denote a regular neighborhood of c and assume that the annulus A

is parametrized by (r, 8), -1 < r < 1, 0 < 8 < 27r. A twist t(c) is defined by

t(c)(r, 8) = (r, 8 + ir(r + 1)) in A and by the identity outside A.  The sense of

t(c) depends only on the choice of a positive direction for 8. We adopt the con-

vention that the parametrization of A is always chosen such that t(c) moves

points on a directed line segment which is approaching c to the right. The iso-

topy class of t(c) is invariant under isotopic deformations of the curve c.

Figure 1

Now consider a closed orientable surface F of genus g ig > 3) embedded

in R3 as illustrated in Figure 1 and let {a¡, b¡: 1 < i < g} denote the set of

oriented simple closed curves shown. The first homology group HX(F) is a free

abelian group with 2g generators {a¡, b¡) corresponding to the curves {a¡, b¡}.

Let us look at the automorphisms of HX(F) induced by the twist maps t(a¡)

and t(b¡fx. Each generator is fixed by f(af)+ except b¡ which is mapped to

ajbf and /(ô,)*1 sends St to ó*^ and fixes the remaining generators.

Fix a set {nx, . . ., ng} of arbitrary but distinct positive integers, each

greater than 2, and define 4> to be the homeomorphism of the surface F obtained

by setting i> = ITf_j t(ai)t(bi)~ni+1. Now on R1 x F we define an action of

the integers Z as a group of covering transformations by n(t, x) = (t - n, <p"(x)).

Our examples M^ are taken to be the resulting quotient spaces of the action and

thus are closed, aspherical, orientable 3-manifolds. We write the points of M^

as [t, x]. There is a fibering p: M0 —*S1, defined by p([t, x]) = exp(2nir),

with fiber F. We may view it^M^) as the semidirect product irx(F)° Z deter-

mined by the automorphism of nx(F) induced by <I>.

We are going to prove some things about Out(rr,(F)), the group of outer

automorphisms of ttx(F), and in the process we will need some information about
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the automorphism <1>* of HX(F) induced by the map <ï>. The matrix P in

GL(2g, Z) corresponding to this automorphism $* with respect to the generators

{Sp b,} is

P =

'X(nx)      0      0   ...       0

0      X(n2)   0   ...       0

0 0      0   ...    x(ngy

shown by blocks of 2 x 2 matrices, where X(n) = (n"x }). This matrix P will

be considered in the next section.

Now we are ready to take up our main result.

Theorem A   There exist no effective actions on M9 by any nontrivial

finite group.

Proof.   Observe that the group itx(M9) is centerless (see for example

Theorem 4.7 of [4] ). Now by Borel's theorem, if the group G acts effectively

on Mq, then the representation Eomeo(Mip)—> Ou^it^M^)) must be a mono-

morphism when restricted to G. Our theorem will then follow after we show

that 0\xt(n¿Mq)) is a torsion free group. For this we proceed as follows.

First, since det(I -P) = Yl(n¡ - 1) # 0, the results in §4 of [4] can be

applied to study Outiit^M^)). Let <i># denote the outer automorphism of

itx(F) determined by the map $ and let (4>#) be the infinite cyclic subgroup of

Out(nx(F)) generated by 4>#.  Then, by Theorem 4.6 of [4], the group

Qutfr^Mq,)) is isomorphic to the quotient group ./V(<Ï>#)/(<I>#) where N($#) de-

notes the normalizer of (4>#) in Out(itx(F)).

We shall prove in §4 that 7v*($#)/(<ï>#) has no elements of odd order. For

this we project Ar(í>#)/(í>#) into N(P)/(P), where N(P) is the normalizer of the

infinite cyclic group generated by P in GL(2g, Z). In §3 we show that N(P)I(P)

s Zß~x © (Z2f. Then we prove that the kernel of this projection has no ele-

ments of finite order. The existence of such an element of finite order in this

kernel would imply that some periodic map of Facts trivially on homology,

which is impossible. It also follows from this argument that any element of

order two in N($#)l($#) must be induced by an involution of F which com-

mutes with í> up to homotopy. The proof is completed in §5, where we show

that no such involution of F can exist.

3. The matrix P.  In the above section we introduced the matrix P cor-

responding to the isomorphism <ï>* of HX(F). We let (P) denote the infinite cy-

clic subgroup of GL(2g, Z) generated by P and write the centralizer and normal-
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izer of (P) in GL(2g, Z) as C(F) and N(F), respectively. The content of this sec-

tion is practically the same as that of the early part of §4 in [4] where matrices

of the form C"1 \) instead of („"j }) are used. We use the latter type in order

that the 3-manifold examples we obtain be orientable.

The object of this section is to establish the next theorem. Once we have

Lemma 7 below, its proof follows from the arguments used to prove the anal-

ogous result in [4] (see the discussion there on p. 39 and Theorem 6.7).

Theorem B. (i) The matrix P has no roots in GL(2g, Z). (ii) N(P) =

C(P) and they are isomorphic to Z* © (Z2Y, where (P) corresponds to the diag-

onal subgroup of Zg.   (hi) N(P)/(P) is isomorphic to Z*_1 © (Z2)g.

We first establish some properties of the matrix X(n) = (n1x }), where n

is assumed to be greater than 2 throughout.

Lemma 1.   There does not exist a matrix B E GL(2, Z) for which X(n)B

= BX(n)~1.

Proof.   Consider the products

/   «       l\/a   b\    (     an + c bn + d   \

\n-l    l)\c   d)    \a(n-l) + c   b(n-l) + c/

and

la   b\(  1      -1\     (a + b(l-n)   -a + bn\

\c   d)\l-n    n)     \c + d(l-n)   -c + dnj'

From bn + d = -a + bn we see that a = -d, and b(n - 1) + c = —c + dn im-

plies that 2e = dn + b(l - n). Hence 2c = -an + b(l - n). Now from an + c

= a + b(l -n) we have c = a-an + b(l - n). Eliminating c from these two

equations gives us a(2 - n) + 6(1 - n) = 0. Therefore

R =(b(n-1)1(2-n) b \
\   6/(2 -n) -b(n-1)1(2-n))'

Then

Since Idet B\ = 1 implies that b = 0, we have a contradiction.

Lemma 2.   The centralizer of (n1x \) in GL(2, Z) is the subgroup of

matrices of the form

(d + b(n-l)   b\
\   b(n-l)      d)

where d2 + bd(n - 1) = b2(n - 1) ± 1.
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Proof.   Follows from direct calculation.

Lemma 3 [4].   IfB = Q bd) e GL(2, Z) is a matrix for which ad>0,bc

> 0 then exactly one of the four matrices B, -B, B~l, -B~l has all strictly posi-

tive entries.

Proof. Easily verified by checking the few possibilities.

Lemma4.  Ifk>\ then there is no matrixBeGL(2,Z) for which Bk —

OA 1).
Proof.   Suppose that a matrix B does exist for which Bk = (£x }).

Then B commutes with X(n) and we see from Lemma 2 that d2 + bd(n - 1) ■

b2(n - 1) ± 1. If b = 0, then B2 = /. Thus, we may assume that b =£ 0. Since

n > 2 we notice that d2 + bd(n - 1) > 0 and Lemma 3 applies. Let C denote

the one matrix B, -B, BT1, or -B~l with all entries strictly positive. Then we

have v .,

M/-, 0
which is impossible for k > 1.

Lemma 5.  IfB is in the centralizer of (nZx \) in GL(2, Z) and Bk = I

(k > 1), then B = ±1.

Proof.   Very similar to the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 6.  Ifm¥= n, then Y = (° °) is the only solution for either of

the equations YX(n) = X(m)Y or YX(n) = Z(m)_1 Y.

Proof.  Let Y = (" d). By computing both sides of the equation YN(n)

= X(m)Yv/e obtain

/an + b(n-l)   a + b\ = /   am + b bm + d    \

^cw+riOi-l)   c + d)    \a(m-l) + b   b(m-l) + d)-

From the equation c + d = b(m - 1) + d we get c = (m - 1)6, which together

with am + b — en + d(n - 1) implies that a = -b. Now from a + b = bm + d

we see that d = ma.  Finally, from en + d(n - 1) = a(m - 1) + b we obtain

(n - \)a = (m - \)a, which implies that a = 0. Therefore Y - ({J g).

Let us turn to the product

/l ~x\(a   b\ = (       a~c b~d      \
\\-m    m)\c   d)    \a(\-m) + cm   b(l-n) + dm)

and consider the equation YX(n) = JT(m)-1 Y.  From a + b = b - d we get

a = -d, and from a - c = an + b(n - 1) we obtain c = (1 - «)(a + b). On the
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other hand, c + d = 6(1 - m) + dm implies c = (a + 6)(1 - m). Thus

(a + 6)(1 - m) — (1 - «Xa + b)- Since m ¥= n, we see that a = -6 and c = 0.

But from en + d(n - 1) = a(l - m) + cm we obtain a = c. Therefore Y =

(°o S)-
Let i4 = (a¡g) denote an arbitrary (2# * 2g) matrix in C¿(2, Z), where the

af/ are 2 x 2 matrices and 1 <i, j <g.

Lemma 7. (i) 7/^4 Aas /wiíYe order and AP = PA then aif = (°, J) /or i =£

/ and a/7 = ±(0 j)/or 1 < i, j < g. (ii) If Ak = P for a positive integer k, then

*- 1. (hi) ^i,^/J-1v4.

Proof.   Suppose y4k = 7 (fc > 1) and AP = PA. We obtain from the

latter equation the equations (i) a¡jX(nj) = X(n^atj (for i*ßf) and (ii) aHX(n¡)

= X(n/)au. We see from Lemma 6 that equation (i) implies a¡¡ = (o o) f°r ' ^

/. Thus for each i we have au E GL(2, Z) and a% = I. It follows from Lemma

5 that au = ±1.

Suppose that Ak = P for some positive integer k. As before, we conclude

from the fact that A commutes with P that atf = (°, °) for i =£ /.   Thus a/{- E

GL(2, Z) and a*. = X(n¡). Then Lemma 4 gives us k = 1.

Observe that ¿P = P-1^ implies that ayXty) ■ X(n¡Tlav. Thus if i =5*=/

we must have a/;- = (q 2)- Hence a¡¡ E GL(2, Z) and it follows from Lemma 1

that auX(n^ ¥= X(n^flau. This completes the proof.

4. Torsion in A^(d>#)/(d>#). Now we show that if the group iV(4>#)/(4>#)

has an element of finite order, then this element is induced by an involution of

F that commutes with $ up to homotopy. Some information about this group

can be obtained by considering the image of N($#) under the homomorphism

Out(irx(F)) —*■ Aut(Hx(F)) and using the results of the previous section. The

first lemma is surely well known. However we include a proof since we are un-

aware of its appearance elsewhere in the literature.

Lemma 8.   Let F be a closed orientable surface of genus g > 1. If G is

a finite group of homeomorphisms of F then under the composition of homo-

morphisms

HomeoiF) —► Out(itx(F)) -»• Aut(Hx(F))

the restriction to G is a monomorphism.

Proof.  One need only observe that if A is a periodic map of F of prime

period p then h* E Aut(IIx(F)) also has period p. This is equivalent to showing

that A* # 1.

Case 1. Suppose that h is an orientation-reversing involution of F. Choose
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two oriented curves a, b with intersection number one which represent two of

the generators â, B of HX(F). Then à • b = -ft*(2) ■ hjjb). If both h*(à) = a

and hjp) = b then we have a contradiction. Therefore ft* ¥= 1.

Case 2. Suppose that ft is an orientation-preserving map of prime period p.

Let /: F —► F* denote the projection onto the orbit space F* of the cyclic

action on F generated by ft.   Recall that H"(F*; Q) is isomorphic to

[H"(F; Q)]n*, the subgroup of H"(F; Q) consisting of all elements fixed by A*

(see Corollary 2.3, p. 38 of [3]). Then by duality we obtain HX(F*; Q) â£

[Hx(F;Q)]h\

If Fix(ft) = 0 then x(F) = P\iF*). Thus (2 - 2g) = p(2 - 2g*), where g*

denotes the genus of F*. It follows that g* <g and hence dim HX(F*\ Q) <

dim HX(F; Q). Hence we cannot have ft* = 1.

Now assume Fix(ft) =5t0. By Smith theory we have x(F) = (1 -p)x(Fix(ft))

+ px(F*). This gives us the equation (2 - 2g) = (1 - p)t + p(2 - 2g*), where

t - x(F*). Again it follows that g* <g and therefore ft* =£ 1.

Before we proceed with the next lemma we wish to point out that N($#)

= C(4>#) in Out(irj (F)). Since (4>#) is an infinite cyclic subgroup, this is equi-

valent to saying there does not exist any * e Out(7Tj(F)) such that *4>#*_1 =

4>#!. But this follows by projecting 0\xt(itx(F)) into Auto(Hx(F)) and applying

Theorem B.

Lemma 9. The group Ar(*#)/(<i>#) has no element of odd prime order and

any element of order two is induced by an involution of F which commutes with

* up to homotopy.

Proof.   Suppose that there exists an element of N($#)l($#) of prime

order p. Then there exists y G C(d>#) = Ar(4>#) such that y = $£ for some k

and 7 £ (<£#). We consider three cases.

Case 1. k > 0 and (p, k) = 1. There exist integers a, b such that ap + bk

= 1. From the equation -yÇ = $* we obtain (*î,yîy = <$*, which is a contra-

diction since <ï>„ has no roots.

Case 2. k = 0. In this case y = 1. By a theorem of Nielsen [9] there

is a homeomorphism a of F such that a induces y and ap = 1. By Lemma 8

we see that 7* is not the identity in Aut(Hx (F)). But then p = 2 (by Theorem

B) and 7$#7~1 = 3>#. Therefore a is an involution and afoT1 is homotopic

to$.

Case 3. A: = ps > 0. From the equation y = («ï^y we obtain (y&#f -

1. By Nielsen's theorem again we obtain a homeomorphism a of F such that

ap = 1 and a induces 7$^*. As before, a* ¥= 1 and p = 2. It follows that a

is an involution of Fand adpoT1 is homotopic to $.
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5. The map <ï>. In this section we deal strictly with maps of 2-manifolds.

Recall from §2 the map 4> of the closed orientable surface F of genus g is given

by nf=, t(a¡)(t(b¡j)~ni+l, where (nx, . . . , ng) is a set of g distinct integers each

greater than 2 and g > 3.

Theorem C.    77ie map i> is not homotopic to crí&oT1 for any nontrivial

involution a of F.

The result we have been after now follows immediately from Lemma 9.

Corollary.   77ie group Ou^ir^M^)) as N($#)/($#) is torsion free.

First we establish some lemmas leading up to the proof of the theorem.

Let us set some notation. Let T denote the graph (Jf=i 07/ u */)> which has g

figure-eight components.  Let A¡ = a¡ x I and B¡ = b¡ x I denote small regular

neighborhoods of the simple closed curves a¡ = a¡ x Vi and b¡ = b¡ x &, respec-

tively, such that A¡ n B¡ is a disk and (A¡ U B¡) O (A¡ U Bj) = 0 whenever i #/.

Define .4 = U ^ and 5 = U •#,- We may assume that the twist maps used in

the definition of 4> are each constant outside A U B.   Let a denote an arbitrary,

but fixed, involution of F.  We say the graph T is in a-general position if (i) T

meets Fix(a) transversally, (ii) T - Fix(a) is in general position with respect to

a(F) - Fix(a), and (Hi) T n a(F) contains no vertices of either graph.

Lemma 10.  Let c be a simple closed curve in F such that c meets T trans-

versally, c separates F, and 3>(c) is homotopic to c in F. If c nr =£ 0 then cor-

responding to some a¡ or b¡, which we denote by x, there exists a disk E in F

such that E n (e U x) = bE and bE = s U t, where s is an arc in c and t is an

arc in x with bt = bs = s n t. Moreover, s nr- s Ox is either empty or one

point.

Proof.  Let U = c x / be a small regular neighborhood of c = c x Ü

such that U C\(A U B) is a regular neighborhood of c O T and U n A D B =0.

For each component V of U n (A U B) we may assume that either the arc V n

(c x j) meets the arc K O (a¿ x & U b¡ x A) in a single point transversally or the

latter set is vacuous (for 1 < / <£ and 0 </, k < 1). We let d denote the simple

closed curve c x % and define c' = <b(d). Notice that we can decompose c into

the union of d - (A U B) and U ^(k'^), where k'^ ranges over the components

of d n (4 U 5). We let &x denote the components of c n (A U B) correspond-

ing to k'K. We illustrate in Figures 3a and 5 the two situations arising when c

cuts across both a¡ and b¡.

In Figure 3a notice that there is a disk D whose boundary is contained in

cV c but whose existence is independent of the fact that c is homotopic to c.

Our plan is to push c across such nonessential disks by an isotopy in order to

obtain a more useful simple closed curve c".
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Consider a pair of arcs s and t in A U B U U. We shall refer to them as

being neighbors if s and t are unions of corresponding pairs of parallel arc in the

components of (A U B U U)- ((A n B)U (A Cl U)U (B n If)), A C\ B, and

(A U B) n U. For example, fcx and k'x are trivially neighbors. We break the

construction of the required isotopy into four steps. To ease notation, we shall

continue to use c to denote the image of c after deforming it by an isotopy.

Step 1. Suppose there exists a disk D C U such that D fï (c U c) = dD =

s U t, where ds = dt — s fï f and s, an arc in c, is a neighbor of f, an arc in c

(see Figure 2a). By an isotopy constant outside a small regular neighborhood V

ofD(VC U), move t across D to a neighbor of s on the opposite side of c (see

Figure 2b). After this isotopy we have c fï c O V = 0. We perform this opera-

tion wherever possible before proceeding.

D

\<-i |l ici I   i

(a) (b)

Figure 2

Step 2. Suppose that there exists a disk D such that D fï (T U c) = 3Z) =

s U i, where s is an arc in c, í is an arc in T containing some a¡ O b¡, and 3s =

3í = s n f (see Figure 3a). We further suppose that there exist subarcs {q} of

c such that each arc q is a neighbor of r and 817 = tj n c.  Let ß denote the

union of these arcs {q}. By an isotopy, constant outside a regular neighborhood

V of D containing Q, we move Q across D to a family of arcs on the opposite

side of c which«are neighbors of 5 (see Figure 3b). At this point we repeat Step

1 if it is applicable. We exhaust all possible applications of Step 2 before pro-

ceeding further.

Step 3. Suppose there exists a disk D such that (i) dD = s U t =

D n (c U c'), where s is a subarc of c, the arc t is contained in c, and s fï t =

ds = dt, (ii) s is not contained in A U 5, and (hi) f is not a neighbor of any
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subarc of s (see Figure 4).  Let V denote a small regular neighborhood of D such

that rTl(cU c) is a regular neighborhood of s U t in c U c. By an isotopy

constant outside V, we move t across D to an arc that is a neighbor of s on the

opposite side of c.  We repeat this construction as often as possible. It is likely

that we shall be required to push across a given disk several times before we are

finished. Repeat Step 1 if it is applicable before going on.

Step 4. Suppose there exists a disk D such that Dn(TUc) = 3D = sU

i, where s is a subarc of c, the arc t is a subarc of T containing one of the points

a¡ O b¡, and no subarc of c is a neighbor of t (see Figure 5).  Let V denote a

small regular neighborhood of s in U. Observe there exists a subarc p of c such

that p E At U Bi U V, the arc p has one endpoint in c and the other in bA¡, and

p can be viewed as the union of arcs px U p2 U p3, where px is a neighbor of

bD - {a point}, p2 and p3 are neighbors of each other contained in A¡. We

push the arc p across D and back along p2 U p3 to an arc q in the disk U CiA¡

such that bq = bp and q is a neighbor of a subarc of c C\AV

If we have previously performed Step 3 in this vicinity, there may in fact

be a family of arcs in c which are neighbors of p. Repeated application of the

process just described moves each of these, beginning with the innermost one,
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to neighbors of q. After each construction we go back and check for possible

applications of Steps 1 and 3.

The construction of the desired isotopy is completed when we have exhaus-

ted all the possibilities of applying the above four steps.  Let c" denote the final

image of c under this isotopy. Observe that if c fï c # 0 then c" fï c îé 0. It

is only during Step 2 that the complete removal of all points from c fï e could

have been completed, and then only in the event that c were to meet a¡ in a

single point. However, this is not possible since c is homologous to zero.

We are now in a position to look for a disk F in F such that 3F = s U t,

where s is an arc in e and t is an arc in some a¡ or bi with dt = ds = s fï t.  We

first eliminate the easy case. Suppose that in the construction of c" we per-

formed both Steps 2 and 4 across a pair of disks Dx and D2, respectively, which

meet the same component of A U B.  Since both Steps 2 and 4 were used, it

follows that the disks Dx and D2 lie on the same side of either a¡ or b¡. Then

the desired disk E can clearly be found in Dx U D2. Thus let us assume this

situation does not occur.

Since c" is isotopic to c and c" fï c # 0, it follows from [6] that there

exists a disk D such that D fï (c U c") = dD = p U q, where p and q are arcs

in c and c", respectively, with p fï q = dp = dq. We see from the construction

of c" that q CA(J B U U.  We complete the proof by observing that there

exists a disk E, corresponding to D, satisfying the required conditions.

Let us investigate the various ways in which the disk D can arise. Keep in

mind that there are two kinds of pieces of c" which lie outside A U B.   These

are components of d fï (F - (A U B)) and arcs that are neighbors of components

of c fï (F - (A U B)) (the latter arcs arise as images of arcs in c).

Case 1. The two points of dq lie in a common component V of U fï

(A U B) and q meets only one component of (3 V) fï (A U B). This situation

is illustrated in Figure 6. Since p U q bounds the disk D, the arc q cannot

consist totally of a union of neighboring pairs of arcs (as it does near V). Since

q fï c = q fï p = dq, we see that q must pass through the disk A( n B¡, for some

i, and meet both components of (A¡ U B¡) - (A¡ fï B¡). The only way in which

the two pieces tCt(A¡- (A¡ fï B¡)) and t fï (B¡ - (A¡ fï B¡)) can join up again

is through a component of c fï (F - (A U B)) as shown in Figure 6. If we

examine this situation carefully, we find that Step 4 can be applied here. Hence

this case no longer occurs.

Case 2. The two points p fï q lie in the same component V of U fï

(A U B) and g meets two components of (dV) fï (4/ U 5¿). Let us suppose

that V is a component of U C\ (A¡ U B¡). By the same reasoning as used in

Case 1, if q meets both A¡ and B¡ then <? must either pass through A¡ fï B¡ or be

the image of an arc in c meeting A¡ fï B¡ under the isotopies of Steps 2 and 3.
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AVB

Figure 6

This situation is shown in Figure 7a. However, since t(a¡) and /(ô,)-1 have op-

posite sense, this situation cannot occur. Thus q must meet either A¡ or B¡, but

not both (see Figure 7b). The desired disk E is easily found coinciding with D

onF-(AVB).

\V/

Figure 7

Case 3. The two points bq he in distinct components of U n (A U B),

say V and W. If K and W are contained in the same component of either A or

B (as shown in Figure 8a) then there clearly exists the sought after disk E, which

again coincides with D on F - (A U B).

So let us suppose that F and W do not belong to the same component of

A or B.  If V C A¡ and W C 5, (for some 0 then either q EA¡U B¡ or q con-

tains an arc that is a neighbor of a component of c n (U - (A U 2?)). However,

since this situation allows the application of either Step 2 or 3, it does not occur.

Thus V and W must be contained in distinct components of A U B.  It follows

that there is an arc in c   which is a neighbor of a component of c n

(f/-(4 Ufi)) spanning the two components of A U 5 (see Figure 8b). This

also does not occur since Step 3 can be applied in such a situation.

(a)

Figure 8
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We have considered all possible ways in which the disk D can occur and

have shown that either we have already eliminated the case or we can find the

desired disk E. Notice that the disk E found in Cases 2 and 3 meets only one

of the curves a¡ and b¡. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 11.   The system of curves T is isotopic in F to a system Tx such

that a(Tx) is transverse to Tx and there does not exist a disk D such that

D n (x U a(y)) = 3D = s U t, where {x, y} C {a¡, b¡: 1 < i <g}, the arc s is

contained in x, the arc t is contained in a(y), and bt = 9s = s C\ t.

Proof. Move T into a-general position by an isotopy of F. Let us sup-

pose that a. disk D, as described in the lemma, does exist. We may assume D to

be an innermost disk in the sense that no proper subset of D is another such disk.

We shall show that in the presence of this disk D we can move I\ by an isotopy,

so as to decrease the number of points in a(T) n T and yet keep T in a-general

position. There are three possible situations that might occur and each requires

a slightly different treatment.

Let U(s), U(t) denote small regular neighborhoods of s, t, respectively, such

that U(s) n (7(f) is a regular neighborhood of s n t.

Case 1. Either a(s) fï t = 0 or a(s) = t. Choose an arc t' in U(t) such that

(i) t' is a neighbor of t, (ii) t' n (x U a(y)) = bt' C x - s, (hi) t' is transverse to

r - x, and (iv) bt U bt' bounds two arcs p and q in x - s. Define T' =

(r - (s Up U q)) U t' and notice that r' is in a-general position. Observe that

(T - x) H D is either empty or an arc, since D is an innermost disk. Then r' is

isotopic to r and a(T') nr'c afT) n r - (s n i).

Case 2. a(s) n f = {d}, a single point in bt. Choose an arc t' in U(t) such

that (i) t' is a neighbor of t, (ii) bt' = d U e, where e Ex-s, (iii) (bt - d) U e

bounds an arc p in x - s, (iv) t' fï (x U a(y)) = bt', and (v) t' is transverse to T

- x. Define r' = (r-(sU p)) U t'. Then r' is in a-general position and is iso-

topic to T. We also have a(T') nr' E aiT) nr-(bt-d).

We can find the required system of curves rx by taking a system in a-

general position which is isotopic to T and has the fewest number of points in

a(Tj) n rx among such systems.

Lemma 12. Let r = rx satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 11. Suppose

that the homeomorphism aQa'1 is homotopic to $. Let cx be a simple closed

curve separating F such that cx n a(r) = 0. Then there exists a simple closed

curve c homotopic to cx such that cfi(ru a(r)) = 0 and either a(c) = cor

a(c) Cic = 0.

Proof.   We may assume that the curve cx meets T transversally.  Since

c, n a(T) = 0 we have afca-1^) = cv Thus <$(cx) is homotopic to cx. It
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follows from Lemma 10 that there exists a disk E such that E fï (cx U x) = dE =

s U t, where x is some a¡ or b¡, s is an arc in cx, t is an arc in x, and s fï r = 3s

= dt. Since T satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 11, we see that E fï a(T) = 0.

Hence we can move cx across E by an isotopy constant outside of a regular neigh-

borhood of F so as to decrease the number of points in Cj fï T by two. By re-

peating this construction we eventually obtain a simple closed curve c2 isotopic to

cx such that c2 fï (T U ofT)) = 0.

To complete the construction of c we shall work with c2 U a(c2) in F-

(r U a(T)). First move c2 into a-general position.   Among all simple closed

curves in F - (r U a(r)) which are homotopic to cx and in a-general position,

we may assume that c2 has the fewest number of points in c2 fï a(c2).

If c2 fï a(c2) = 0 we set c = c2. Otherwise, if c2 fï a(c2) # 0, we can

find an innermost arc s in a(c2) with s fï c2 = 3s. Let tx and r2 denote the two

arcs c2 - ds. It follows from [6] that we may assume the simple closed curve

s U ij bounds a disk in F. Thus s U t2 is homotopic to c2 (and disjoint from

T U a(T)). If a(s) =£ t2 then we proceed as we did in the proof of Lemma 11 to

construct a new simple closed curve c isotopic to s U t2 with fewer points in

c fï a(c) than in c2 fï a(c2). Since this would contradict our choice of c2, we

must have a(s) = t2. We set c = s U /2 and have ct(c) = c.

Lemma 13. Let T satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 11. Suppose the in-

volution a induces the identity homomorphism on HX(F; Z2) and the homeo-

morphism adpcT1 is homotopic to i>.   Then there exists a system {cx,. . . , cg_x}

ofpairwise disjoint and nonparallel, simple, closed curves such that c¡ separates

F, ct fï (r U a(T)) - 0, and a(c¡) = c¡ (for 1 < / < g - 1).

Proof.   Choose a set {c'x, . . . , c'x} ofpairwise disjoint and nonparallel,

simple, closed curves in the following manner. Each c\ is to be chosen such that

c\ separates F and c\ fï a(F) =0. First pick c\ and apply Lemma 12 to obtain

a simple closed curve cx homotopic to c\ such that cx fï (r U a(r)) = 0 and

either a(c,) = cx or a(Cj) fï cx = 0.   In the latter case there can be no

handles between a(cx) and c1 since a induces the identity on HX(F; Z2). Thus

there is an invariant annulus bounded by a(cx) U cx in which we can find an in-

variant closed curve parallel to cx. Let us change our notation to denote this

invariant curve by cx so that we have a(cx) = cx. We repeat this process g - 1

times, each time choosing c'l+ x to be disjoint from cx U • • • U c¡, to obtain the

required system {cx,. . . , cg_x}.

Proof of Theorem C. We suppose that a<î>a_I is homotopic to i> and

show that this leads to a contradiction. It follows from Theorem B that a in-

duces the identity on HX(F; Z2). We note that a must be orientation preserving
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since, by Theorem B, the matrix for a*: 77, (F; Z) —► 77j(F; Z) has the form of

the matrix A in Lemma 7. Hence the dimension of Fix(a) is strictly less than

one. It follows from Lemma 13 that there exists a set {c,,. . . , cg_x} of simple

closed curves such that a(c¡) = c¡, the curve c¡ is disjoint from T U a(r), and

(assuming we have chosen the notation correctly) the curve c¡ separates a¡ U b¡

from a/+1 U 6I+1 (for 1 <i <g- 1).

Let X denote the closure of the component of F - ((Jf+ Î c/) which con-

tains a2 U 62. Then X is homeomorphic to the torus S1 x S1 minus two open

disks.  Let X denote the torus obtained from X by capping the two boundary

curves with disks. We can find an arc w properly embedded in X - a(a2 U 62)

that joins the two boundary components of X.  Let W denote a small regular

neighborhood of w U bX in X such that W is disjoint from a(a2 U 62). Observe

that the simple closed curve c' = bW is noncontractible in X and separates X.

Lemma 12 can be adapted to show there exists a simple closed curve c homo-

topic to c in X such that c n [a(a2 U 62) U (a2 U 62)] =0.

Since a(a2) is homologous modulo 2 to a2 in F and hence in X, the curves

a(a2) and a2 are homotopic in the torus X. Recall [7, Proposition 5.1] that if

two nonseparating, simple closed curves are homotopic in S1 xS1 then they are

also homotopic in S1 x Sl - {point}. It follows that a(a2) is homotopic to a2

in X - c and hence in X. By a construction used in the proof of Lemma 12 we

can find a simple closed curve a2 homotopic to a2 in X such that a(a2) = a2.

Similarly, we can find a simple closed curve 6'2 homotopic to 62 such that

a(b'2) = b'2 is transverse to a2. Since a'2 and 62 meet in an odd number of

points, there must be a fixed point of a contained in a2 n 62.  Here is our con-

tradiction. Both of the curves a2 and b\ must contain a fixed point of a dis-

joint from a2 n 62. But this requires that a have at least three fixed points in

X, whereas there are only two.

Since the assumption that ad>a-1 =* 3> leads to this contradiction, we have

proven that a<I>a_1 =/¿ 0 for any involution a of F.
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